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Abstract—Single-phase supplied variable speed drives are
mostly realized as two-stage systems comprising a single-phase
PFC rectifier and a three-phase inverter stage. The intrinsic
power pulsation of single-phase converters with twice the grid
frequency is typically buffered by a bulky electrolytic DC-link
capacitor, which is a major drawback concerning converter volume, costs and especially lifetime. Therefore, this paper presents a
novel and simple implementation of a Machine-integrated Power
Pulsation Buffer (MPPB) concept, which utilizes the inertia of the
rotating mass as an energy storage to cover a part or the full input
power pulsation. This allows to either reduce or even eliminate
the electrolytic capacitor resulting in a smaller and cheaper
converter system with increased lifetime. The proposed MPPB
control concept is fully implemented in software, which means
that only simple couplings are added to the control structure.
Since the hardware remains unaffected, this concept can also be
easily applied to already existing drive systems. In addition to
the derivation of the control scheme, the proper operation of
the MPPB is verified for steady-state and transient operation by
circuit simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In industry applications, electrical drive systems with a
power level of several kilowatts are often supplied from the
single-phase AC grid in order to keep the grid interface as
simple as possible. This involves e.g. variable speed fans,
blowers, pumps and local automation systems, which are
typically comprising three-phase machines. Consequently, a
power electronic system is required to convert the singlephase AC input voltage into a symmetrical three-phase
voltage system, whose magnitude and frequency are adjusted
in order to control the machine speed. Further on, the input
current drawn from the single-phase AC grid is controlled to
be proportional to the input voltage to achieve unity power
factor operation.
Typically, these drive systems are realized as two-stage
systems consisting of a single-phase PFC rectifier followed
by a three-phase inverter, whereas for each converter stage
different topologies can be used [1]–[3]. As an example,
in Fig. 1(a), the circuit diagram of a widely used drive
system consisting of an unidirectional single-phase boost PFC
rectifier and a conventional three-phase voltage source inverter
including the three-phase machine and the mechanical load
is shown. Such system allows only a power flow from the
grid to the mechanical load and thus recuperative braking
(often not required) is not possible, and/or braking requires
additional hardware, e.g. a brake chopper. Furthermore, due
to the inherent input power pulsation with twice the grid
frequency originating from the unity power factor operation of
single-phase PFC rectifiers, and the constant power demand of

three-phase inverters, in general a large intermediate DC-link
capacitor CDC is used to compensate for the active power
pulsation between the two stages (cf. Fig. 1(b)). Hence, in
order to keep the amplitude of the DC-link voltage ripple
∆vDC small, i.e. typically limited to a certain percentage of
the DC-link voltage vDC , and consequently to provide a more
or less constant voltage to the inverter stage, for mediumpower applications a capacitance value CDC in the mF-range
is needed
P0
1
·
,
(1)
2ωG V̄DC ∆vDC
(ωG = 2πfG , where fG is the grid frequency) and therefore
primarily is realized with electrolytic capacitors, which for this
system turns out to be a major drawback concerning volume,
cost and especially converter lifetime [4], [5].
In the literature different Power Pulsation Buffer (PPB)
concepts, replacing the electrolytic capacitors, have been investigated in order to overcome the mentioned disadvantages.
One possibility is to shift the active power pulsation away
from the DC-link capacitor to an additional active PPB circuit,
which is either connected in parallel or in series to the
remaining DC-link capacitor [6]–[8]. Common to all these
circuits, the PPB contains a buffer capacitor whose voltage is
cycled with a large voltage ripple ∆vC,max , which according to
(1) results in a much lower overall capacitance value. However,
due to the additional PPB circuit, the realization effort and the
complexity of the drive system is increased.
Instead of adding complexity to the drive system’s electronics, the pulsating input power pG can also be covered by
the machine. Hence, the machine is no more operated with
a constant output power, but the pulsating power is directly
delivered to the machine (pM = pG ) and no power has to be
buffered in the power electronic converter. In general, there
are two ways to realize such so-called Machine-integrated
Power Pulsation Buffer (MPPB). The first approach utilizes the
2
,
machine inductance LM as an energy storage (EL = 34 LM IˆM
ˆ
where IM denotes the machine phase current amplitude) to
buffer the power pulsation [9]. Hence, the machine currents
iM are adjusted in such a way that in addition to the current
component which is needed to generate a constant mechanical
torque, a reactive current component is superimposed to cover
the input power pulsation. However, the machine inductance
LM mainly depends on the machine construction (slotted or
slotless construction, placement of the magnets in the rotor,
etc.) and especially for high-speed and highly-dynamic drive
systems (servo motor applications) the machine inductance is
CDC =
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Fig. 1. (a) Circuit diagram of a conventional two-stage drive system implementation consisting of a single-phase PFC rectifier to achieve a sinusoidal input
current and a three-phase inverter to operate the electrical machine with variable speed. The input power pulsation is typically buffered with an intermediate
electrolytic DC-link capacitor CDC . (b) Voltage and current waveforms at the grid, the DC-link and the machine obtained with and without Machine-integrated
Power Pulsation Buffer (MPPB) visualized for one grid period TG (switching frequency components omitted). Without the MPPB, the DC-link capacitor has
to buffer the instantaneous power difference between PFC rectifier and inverter stage resulting in a voltage oscillation ∆vDC with twice the grid frequency
2fG at the DC-link. With the MPPB, the DC-link capacitor can (theoretically) be eliminated, since the pulsating input power is directly transferred to the
machine, i.e. the machine is no more operated with a constant power leading to a pulsating machine torque tM and rotational speed ω.

small, which in turn would lead to a large reactive current component in case the full power pulsation should be buffered in
the machine. As a consequence, due to the strongly increasing
copper losses and the thermal limitation of the machine, iM
has to be restricted below a certain maximum value, which
also limits the maximum stored energy EL,max and finally
increasingly constricts the power pulsation capability with
higher machine torque and/or machine power. For this reason,
the electrolytic capacitor is typically only reduced but not
completely eliminated.
The second possibility to buffer the pulsating power in the
machine, is to drive the machine directly with a pulsating
mechanical output power (pM = ω · tM = pG ). Consequently,
this results in a pulsating torque tM and a pulsating rotational
speed ω with twice the grid frequency (cf. Fig. 1(b)), whereas
the amplitude of the speed ripple ∆ω is given as
1
P0
·
.
(2)
2ωG ω̄JTOT
Within one mains period this means that if the instantaneous
input power is larger than the average power, the machine is
accelerated and excessive power is stored as kinetic energy
(EKIN = 12 · JTOT ω 2 ), and as soon as the input power drops
below the average power, the machine is decelerated and stored
kinetic energy is released again. In other words, in addition to
the drive task, the machine is used as a kind of flywheel, e.g. as
already used for peak power reduction in traction systems [10],
[11], peak power supply within railway grids [12], smoothing
of the output power of renewable power sources like wind
∆ω =

power [13], or within dynamic voltage restorers [14]. Due to
the large moment of inertia JTOT of low-speed systems or the
high rotational speed ω of high-speed machines, the stored
kinetic energy of the mechanical system is typically orders
of magnitudes larger than the required energy to buffer the
electric power pulsation at the input, which in consequence
leads to only a slight variation in the rotational speed ω around
its average value ω̄, but a large variation in the mechanical
torque between zero and twice the average torque value with
twice the grid frequency.
Therefore, due to the almost constant speed, this MPPB
concept is still widely used in low-power, low-cost home
appliances and hand tools employing conventional singlephase machines [15]–[18]. As another prominent and longestablished application, the MPPB concept is also found in
single-phase machine railway applications [19], which nowadays in general are replaced by three-phase machines. Even
though, since in many countries the trains are supplied from a
single-phase AC grid, the problem of pulsating input power
and/or a large DC-link capacitor still exists, especially in
railway applications where the grid frequency is lower than
50/60Hz. For this reason and also due to the simplicity of
the described MPPB concept, which offers the possibility to
reduce or even theoretically eliminate the DC-link capacitor,
in this paper this MPPB concept is recaptured, improved and
applied to standard single-phase supplied three-phase drive
systems.
Actually, it has to be mentioned that the MPPB concept
was already proposed for three-phase machines, where the
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Fig. 2. Typical control structure of a conventional single-phase supplied drive system (cf. Fig. 1(a)) with mainly decoupled control structures for both the
PFC rectifier and inverter stage. In order to achieve a high power/current quality at the input and high control dynamic at the output, the control structures
of both stages are realized in a cascaded fashion.

PFC rectifier is omitted and the inverter stage is directly
supplied from a single-phase grid via an input diode bridge
rectifier [20]–[23]. As a major drawback, however, this concept features a rectified sine wave voltage at the DC-link,
which means that the input current can only be controlled
sinusoidally as long as the machine voltage stays below the
rectified input voltage. Hence, either a machine with a low
back EMF must be used or a large speed variation has to
be accepted, but in both cases, a sinusoidal input current
profile in the vicinity of the input voltage zero crossings is
not possible to achieve and the PFC functionality is lost.
In order to remedy this problem, in [24] this concept was
extended by injecting a reactive current component into the
machine such that the back EMF of the machine is always kept
below the input voltage. Indeed, the PFC rectifier can now be
omitted, however, as already mentioned, with a small machine
inductance this concept leads to large machine currents and
thus excessive losses. Furthermore, due to the fluctuating and
low DC-link voltage, the complexity of the system is increased
and the field of application is restricted to drive systems with
special low-voltage machines, i.e. no standard machines and/or
common machine voltages can be used.
The MPPB concept proposed in this paper differs therein
that the MPPB concept is applied to standard single-phase
supplied three-phase drive systems consisting of a conventional single-phase PFC rectifier followed by a three-phase
inverter where the proposed MPPB extension is only realized
in software by introducing simple couplings between the PFC
rectifier and inverter control structures. Advantageously, the
principle control blocks and structures remain unchanged, and
also in the hardware no changes are required. Furthermore, in
contrast to existing approaches, the proposed control scheme
offers the possibility to not only distribute but also to define
how the pulsating input power should be shared between DClink capacitor and machine, i.e. the DC-link capacitor is not

fully eliminated but the current stress is reduced. One option
is to operate the machine with a constant output power as long
as the output power is low. The DC-link capacitor then buffers
the total pulsating power. At higher output power, the machine
is taking over the additional power pulsation and keeps the
current stress at the capacitor constant. Another option is that
in any operating point the machine buffers a certain share of
the input power pulsation. This degree of freedom, which also
depends on the application, the load characteristics and the
mission profile of the drive system, can be used to increase
the lifetime of e.g. already existing system and/or to design
the DC-link capacitor in new systems for lower power ratings,
i.e. to only provide, foil or ceramic capacitors in the extreme
case.
Based on the conventional control structure of single-phase
supplied drive systems, in Section II the proposed control concept with the insertion of the mentioned couplings is derived.
In Section III, the influence of the distribution factor k, which
defines the partitioning of the input power pulsation between
DC-link capacitor and machine, is analyzed concerning current
stress reduction in the capacitor and additional losses in the
machine. The control concept is applied to a 7.5kW compressor drive system and the proper functionality of the MPPB
concept is verified for steady-state and transient operation
by circuit simulations, in Section IV. Finally, Section V
summarizes the findings of the work and gives an outlook
to future research.
II. D ERIVATION OF THE PROPOSED MPPB C ONTROL
S CHEME
In conventional single-phase supplied drive systems, the
PFC rectifier and the inverter stage are decoupled by the
intermediate DC-link capacitor and therefore also the control
structures of both stages are mainly decoupled from each other.
Furthermore, in order to achieve a high power/current quality
at the input and high control dynamic at the output, typically
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There, the instantaneous rectifier power pPFC (t) can be
either directly calculated from the multiplication of the two
measured quantities input voltage vG (t) and input current
iG (t), or the input current reference i∗G is used instead of the
measured actual current iG (t). The resulting control structure
is shown in Fig. 3, where it has to be mentioned that all main
control blocks of the conventional control structure remain
unchanged as shown in Fig. 2 and only the feedforward of
the instantaneous input power pPFC = vG · iG = vG · i∗G is
∗
added. As can be noticed, the average inverter power P̄INV
,
which is the output of the speed controller and actually defines
the average power that has to be delivered to the machine, is
now completely disconnected from the machine current control
and is only used as a feedforward for the PFC input current
controller. Thus, the machine current controller’s input now
only consists of the feedforward of the instantaneous input
power p∗PFC minus the capacitor power p∗C as given in (3).
Due to the implementation of the MPPB and the resulting
pulsating mechanical power at the machine, the rotational
speed ω now features a speed fluctuation with twice the grid
frequency, which of course has to be filtered out for the
average speed controller (cf. Fig. 3). On the other hand, since
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the control structures of both stages are realized in a cascaded
fashion (cf. Fig. 2).
The task of the PFC rectifier control is to provide a constant
DC-link voltage and to draw a sinusoidal current from the
grid. Hence, based on the output voltage control error δvDC ,
the outer DC-link controller calculates an average capacitor
∗
current reference i∗C or an average rectifier power P̄PFC
respectively, which in turn is used to generate the input current
reference i∗G for the input current controller. The current
controller then calculates the required duty cycle dB based on
its current control error δiL [25]. On the other hand, the task of
the inverter control is to track the speed reference ω̄ ∗ . Hence,
the control structure consists of an outer speed controller
whose control output equals the required average machine
∗
torque t∗M or average inverter output power P̄INV
respectively,
and an inner machine current controller (typically transformed
to the rotating dq-coordinate system) which finally provides
the duty cycles dU , dV and dW of the inverter [26].
Since the DC-link capacitor compensates the difference of
the instantaneous rectifier power pPFC (t) and inverter power
pINV (t), only the average power of the rectifier P̄PFC and the
inverter P̄INV have to be equal. In order to achieve this, in the
conventional PFC control structure typically a feedforward of
∗
the average output power P̄INV
is used, i.e. the inverter stage
directly informs the rectifier stage about the needed output
power and thus improves the control performance of the PFC
rectifier with this coupling (cf. Fig. 2).
Conversely, in the proposed control structure, the control of
the rectifier should now also inform the control of the inverter
about the instantaneous input power pPFC (t) drawn from the
grid, such that based on the MPPB concept the inverter can
directly forward the instantaneous input power to the machine
pM (t). However, it has to be considered that first the capacitor
power pC (t) has to be subtracted from the rectifier power
pPFC (t), since the capacitor power pC (t) needed to stabilize
the DC-link voltage, i.e. to charge or discharge the DC-link
capacitor, has to be still provided from the input side (cf. power
flow arrows in Fig. 1). Hence, the inverter pINV (t) or machine
power pM (t) respectively is given as
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Fig. 3. Proposed control structure to easily implement the proposed MPPB
concept. Changes compared to the conventional control structure are highlighted in blue. The instantaneous input power p∗PFC is directly used as
reference for the motor current control. The speed controller is now completely disconnected from the machine current control and is only used as a
feedforward for the PFC input current controller. The resonant DC-link voltage
controllers GR,n are added to suppress voltage disturbances at multiples of
the grid frequency.

now the input and output power of the drive system are almost
identical, the voltage variation at the DC-link capacitor with
twice the grid frequency disappears, and therefore no filtering
of the measured DC-link voltage vDC is needed (cf. Fig. 3).
This leads to an improved voltage stability, but also means
that all high-frequency voltage variations are directly reflected
to the controller’s output value p∗C , which is used as the input
current reference and therefore would generate high-frequency
current distortions at the input. To prevent this, the controller
output p∗C has to be filtered and only the low-frequency part
P̄C∗ with frequencies below twice the grid frequency are passed
to the input current controller. Accordingly, the capacitor
power pC (t) is no more completely supplied from the input
side, since now the high-frequency part is provided from the
machine, which in turn leads to an improved input current
quality and a better DC-link voltage regulation. Due to stability
reasons, however, the gain of the DC-link voltage controller
is limited to a certain value, thus cannot completely suppress
all voltage disturbances at multiples of the grid frequency.
Hence, resonant DC-link voltage controllers GR,n at distinct
frequencies n · ωG can be added in parallel to the DC-link
voltage controller RV , in order to improve the DC-link voltage
regulation [27]
GR,n (s) =

2KI s
s2

+ (n · ωG )

2.

(4)

As already mentioned, in many cases it could be advantageous to not completely eliminate but to reduce the power
pulsation at the electrolytic DC-link capacitor, which either
for an existing system results in a longer lifetime or for a
newly designed system in a reduced capacitor value. Hence,
only a part of the input power pulsation is covered by the
machine, whereas in the proposed control scheme the power
distribution can be defined by the distribution factor k ∈ [0, 1],
i.e. the fraction of the power pulsation which is covered by the
machine pM,AC = k·pPFC,AC . Furthermore, the low-frequency
part of the capacitor power P̄C should still be provided from
the input side and the high-frequency part pC,AC should not
be compensated, since now this has to be buffered by the
capacitor itself. This leads to the following equations for the
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machine power pM (t)
pM (t) = P̄M + pM,AC = P̄M + k · pPFC,AC
= P̄PFC − P̄C + k · (pPFC (t) − P̄PFC )
= k · pPFC (t) − P̄C + (1 − k) · P̄PFC .

(5)

Starting again from the conventional control, where only
the averaged DC-link voltage V̄DC is used for the voltage
controller and therefore the measured DC-link voltage vDC (t)
has to be low-pass filtered, with (5) the control structure in
Fig. 4 is found, where again the main control blocks are unchanged and only couplings between the rectifier and inverter
control are added. There, the power distribution factor k is
a degree of freedom and can be optimally and dynamically
adapted to the underlying application with its given load
characteristic and mission profile.

ω

pC (t)
pC (t)
P0
≈
=
(1 − k) cos 2ωG t. (9)
vDC
V̄DC
V̄DC
In contrast to the decreasing magnitude of the capacitor
power, the magnitude of the oscillating machine power linearly
increases with k which means that in (2) the power P0 has to
be substituted by kP0 , and therefore also the speed ripple ∆ω
increases with k.
However, similarly as for the voltage ripple ∆vDC , the
speed ripple ∆ω is still small compared to the average speed
value ω̄ due to the typically large moment of inertia JTOT .
Consequently, as already mentioned, this leads to a pulsating
machine torque which according to tM = pMω(t) ≈ pMω̄(t) has
to be proportional to the instantaneous machine power pM (t).
Considering a symmetrical permanent magnet synchronous
machine (LD = LQ ) and controlling the machine in the
rotating dq-coordinate system (cf. Fig. 2), the mechanical
torque tM is only generated by the q-current component
and due to this proportionality the torque-proportional current
iQ (t) is found as

ω

iQ (t) ≈ IQ0 (1 + k cos 2ωG t) ∝ tM .
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In any case, to calculate the current in the capacitor, it
can be assumed that the voltage ripple ∆vDC , which is
typically limited by the application, is always much smaller
than the nominal DC-link voltage V̄DC . Hence, the capacitor
current iC (t) can easily be found by dividing the instantaneous
capacitor power pC (t) given in (8) by the nominal DC-link
voltage V̄DC
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Fig. 4. Alternative control implementation with the possibility (compared
to Fig. 3) to define the distribution of the pulsating input power between
the DC-link capacitor and the machine with a distribution factor k ∈ [0, 1],
i.e. the fraction of the power pulsation which is covered by the machine
pM,AC = k · pPFC,AC .

III. P ERFORMANCE I MPACT OF THE P OWER
D ISTRIBUTION FACTOR k
In the following the influence of the power distribution
factor k on the system performance is analyzed. Since the
distribution factor k ∈ [0, 1] defines the fraction of the
pulsating input power which is covered by the machine, and
the remaining part has to be buffered by the electrolytic
capacitor, the equations of the instantaneous power at the
rectifier (pPFC (t)), the inverter (pINV (t)), the machine (pM (t))
and the capacitor (pC (t)) are directly given as
pPFC (t) = P0 + P0 cos 2ωG t,
pM (t) = pINV (t) = P0 + kP0 cos 2ωG t,
pC (t) = pPFC (t) − pINV (t) = (1 − k) P0 cos 2ωG t.

(6)
(7)
(8)

Due to the fact that the magnitude of the pulsating capacitor
power scales with the factor (1 − k), i.e. changing P0 to
(1 − k)P0 in (1), either the voltage ripple ∆vDC or the
capacitor value CDC can be reduced by the same factor (1−k),
which in the latter case saves volume and costs.

iC (t) =

(10)
P0
,
3p
2 ΨPM ω̄

The magnitude of the q-current is given by IQ0 =
where p is the number of pole pairs and ΨPM equals the flux
linkage of the permanent magnet rotor.
As one might expect, since now the q-current is pulsating
with twice the grid frequency and therefore is no more
constant as in the conventional case, the phase currents iU ,
iV and iW into the machine are no more purely sinusoidal.
The corresponding phase currents can be calculated by transforming the q-current back to the stationary coordinate system (inverse Park transform), which for the phase current
iU = −iQ sin (pω̄t + ϕ0 ) is evaluated in (13). As can be
noticed, the phase currents now contain two additional harmonic components located at the frequencies |2ωG + pω̄| and
|2ωG − pω̄|, whereas their magnitudes scale proportionally
to the power distribution factor k, and for this reason the
phase current deviation from a sinusoidal shape (constant
q-component of the machine current) increases with k as
visualized in Fig. 5.
Based on the calculated time behaviour of the capacitor
current iC (t) and the phase currents iPh (t), now the RMScurrents IC,rms and IPh,rms can be determined, which in
combination with the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the
capacitor RC,ESR and the stator winding resistance RS,M lead
to the related losses PV,C and PV,M .
P0 1 − k
√ ,
V̄DC
2
√
P0
2 + k2
= 3p
,
2
ΨPM ω̄
2

IC,rms =

2
PV,C = RC,ESR IC,rms
,

(11)

IPh,rms

2
PV,M = 3RS,M IPh,rms
.

(12)



k
k
iU (t) = −IQ0 (1 + k cos 2ωG t) sin (pω̄t + ϕ0 ) = −IQ0 sin (pω̄t + ϕ0 ) + sin (2ωG t + pω̄t + ϕ0 ) − sin (2ωG t − pω̄t − ϕ0 ) (13)
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Fig. 5. Impact of the power distribution factor k on (a) the torque generating
current iQ and (b) the machine phase current iU . The two additional harmonic
components of the machine phase current scale linearly with k and are shown
for pω̄ = 1.1 · 2ωG with a grid frequency of 50 Hz and two pole pairs, i.e.
the harmonics occur at 10 Hz and 210 Hz.

The machine RMS-current IPh,rms linearly increases, while
the capacitor RMS-current IC,rms linearly decreases with k.
Consequently, the related losses show a quadratic behaviour
proportional or inversely proportional to k. In Fig. 6, the loss
dependency on k is shown for the normalized capacitor losses
2
2
pV,C = (1 − k) P02 /P0,N
and the normalized machine losses
2
.
pV,M = 1 + k 2 /2 P02 /P0,N
Starting from applications where the employment of electrolytic capacitors due to reliability or lifetime reasons is
not allowed and thus the electrolytic capacitance has to be
completely eliminated, the machine has to buffer the total
pulsating input power, i.e. the electrolytic capacitor-less drive
system is operated with k = 1. As can be noticed, due
to the strong increase of the stator winding losses (where
further loss components are neglected) - at full output power
(P0 = 100%P0,N ) the losses in the stator winding exceed
the maximum losses by 50% - the machine either has to be
oversized or can only be operated temporarily in this overload
range due to thermal limitations. This, however, goes hand in
hand with a large number of industrial applications where the
drive systems are operated only during short time intervals,
e.g during start-up, transients, or acceleration phases at their
nominal power P0,N , while most of the time the systems are
operated at reduced output power, e.g. within 70%-80% of
P0,N (grey shaded area). This also coincides with the results
shown in Fig. 6, where the maximum allowed continuous
output power for k = 1 is 81% of P0,N , which means
that the machine losses are still kept below the maximum
allowed continuous machine losses (pV,M < 1) and therefore
all mentioned benefits, like DC-link voltage ripple reduction,
capacitor volume decrease or lifetime enhancement of the
MPPB concept can be applied.
In applications, where the continuous operating range has
to be enlarged, the power distribution factor has to be limited
to values below k = 1. For example, if a continuous operating
range up to P0 = 90%P0,N is needed, the distribution factor
is limited to k = 0.68. Even in this case, however, the DClink capacitance can be reduced by 68% which saves volume
and costs. Furthermore, at low power operation (below 81%),
during transients or based on the given mission profile, the
power distribution factor can be dynamically increased up
to k = 1, which means that in this case the losses in the
electrolytic capacitor are diminishing or completely disappear.
Hence, the lifetime of the remaining electrolytic capacitor is
increased, since the lifetime of electrolytic capacitors doubles
if the capacitor’s core temperature is reduced by 10 K [28].
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Fig. 6. Normalized capacitor losses pV,C = (1 − k)2 P02 /P0,N
(dashed
 2 2
2
lines) and normalized machine losses pV,M = 1 + k /2 P0 /P0,N (solid
lines) for different output power levels (70%, 80%, 90% and 100% of the
nominal power P0,N , i.e. the maximum allowable continuous machine losses)
as a function of the distribution factor k. The hatched area indicates the
operation between 70% and 80% P0,N . For k = 1, the maximum continuous
output power is limited to 81%, while for k = 0.9, the continuous operating
range is extended to 90%. Due to the increased losses and thermal limitations,
the operation at higher output power levels (grey shaded area) is limited to
only short time intervals, e.g. start-up or acceleration phases.

IV. V ERIFICATION OF THE MPPB C ONCEPT
The control and the operation of the proposed MPPB concept is verified with circuit simulations by means of a singlephase (230 V/50 Hz) supplied variable speed compressor drive
system. According to Fig. 1, the system consists of a singlephase boost PFC rectifier, a three-phase inverter and a permanent magnet synchronous machine which drives a compressor
with a nominal output power of 7.5 kW and a rotational
speed of 3000 rpm. The overall system specifications are
summarized in Tab. I and the circuit parameters are listed
in Tab. II.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE DRIVE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS .
Grid voltage VG,rms
Angular grid frequency ωG
DC-link voltage VDC
Maximal DC-link voltage ripple ∆vDC,max
Nominal mechanical power P0,N
Nominal rotational speed nN

230 V
2π · 50 Hz
450 V
±7.5 V
7.5 kW
3000 rpm

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE CIRCUIT PARAMETERS .
PFC boost inductance L
PFC switching frequency fSW,PFC
PFC efficiency ηPFC
Inverter switching frequency fSW,INV
Inverter efficiency ηINV
D-/Q-axis inductance LD /LQ
Permanent magnet flux linkage ΨPM
Number of pole pairs p
Machine inertia JM
Machine efficiency ηPMSM

200 µH
140 kHz
98%
140 kHz
98%
2 mH
275 mVs
2
1.1 mNms2
93%

Compressor inertia JL
Compressor efficiency ηCOM

3.3 mNms2
80%

Starting from a conventional drive system without
MPPB, where the DC-link capacitor has to buffer
the
complete
power
pulsation,
for
the
given
specifications the DC-link capacitance has to be
CDC,CS = 4 mF. The electrolytic capacitors needed to realize
such a capacitance value typically feature an ESR of around
RESR = 60 mΩ, thus the capacitor losses at nominal
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Fig. 7. Waveforms of the grid voltage vG and current iG , the DC-link voltage
vDC , the machine torque tM and the rotational speed n during steady-state
operation at nominal power for (a) the electrolytic capacitor-less drive system
(k = 1) and (b) the drive system with reduced DC-link capacitance (k = 0.5).
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power are calculated to be PV,C (k = 0) ≈ 20 W, which
are much smaller than the nominal machine losses of
PV,Mnom = P0,N (1 − ηPMSM ) = 525 W.
By implementing the proposed MPPB with k = 1, the
electrolytic capacitor can be removed and only a small film or
ceramic capacitor of CDC,II = 30 µF is needed to handle the
switching frequency current at the DC-link and to limit the
voltage ripple below ∆vDC,HF = ±2 V. The smaller DC-link
capacitor has a major influence on the braking operation, as
the intermediate voltage increases much faster during braking
and results in a higher DC-link voltage ripple for a given
break chopper frequency. Accordingly, in order to keep the
intermediate voltage still within its limits, the brake chopper
is subject to a much higher switching frequency and thus its
operation is not suitable anymore. Consequently, the only way
to brake the machine electrically is by means of a bidirectional
PFC rectifier, whereby the proposed control scheme is still
suitable to deliver the recuperated power back to the grid (with
increasing machine speed variation at lower speed values).
The corresponding waveforms at nominal output power are
shown in Fig. 7(a). As can be noticed, the low-frequency DClink voltage ripple almost disappears, however, now a speed
ripple of ∆n = ±89 rpm (±3%) occurs at the machine.
Due to the system inertia, the torque tM pulsates around
the nominal torque of T̄M = 26.7 Nm with a torque ripple
of ∆tM = ±25.9 Nm (±97%). Furthermore, as already
mentioned, at nominal load the stator winding losses increase
by 50% and the continuous operation is limited to an output
power of 81% of the nominal power P0,N , if the worst case,
where the stator losses equal the total machine losses, is
assumed. Even though the machine losses strongly increase,
the total system losses are only increased by +12%, since for
the underlying application the overall efficiency η is mainly
defined by the low compressor efficiency. Hence, the overall
system efficiency η at nominal power only decreases from
71.5% (k = 0) to 69% (k = 1).
In order to extend the continuous operating range and thus
to reduce the losses in the machine, the system can also be
operated with a power distribution factor below k = 1. To
point out a difference in the operation and the simulations,
a distribution factor of k = 0.5 is selected, which extends
the continuous operating range to 94% of the nominal power
P0,N and increases the machine losses by 12.5% at nominal
power. Compared to the case without MPPB, the total system
losses of the underlying application only increase by 3%,
which reduces the system efficiency to 70.8% (−0.7%). On
the other hand, the DC-link capacitance can be decreased by
50% to CDC = 2 mF, which means that half of the capacitor
volume, losses and costs can be saved. However, as shown
in Fig. 7(b), due to the power splitting between the DC-link
capacitor and the machine, compared to k = 1 now a voltage
ripple of ∆vDC = ±7.5 V and a reduced speed ripple of
∆n = ±49 rpm (±1.6%) appears. Furthermore, with k = 0.5
also the torque ripple is reduced to ∆tM = ±14.3 Nm (±54%)
compared to k = 1. In case of the power pulsation splitting
the feasibility of a brake chopper operation depends on the
reduction of the DC-link capacitor. However, recuperative
braking can be achieved with the same control structure but
requires a bidirectional PFC rectifier in order to deliver the
excessive power to the grid.
In addition to the steady state operation also the transient
behaviour of the system is analyzed. Thereby, the distribution
factor is increased again to k = 1, in order to verify
the controller performance of the MPPB for the worst case
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Fig. 8. Dynamic response of the proposed control structure for k = 1 on a
speed step at t = 1 s and a load torque step at t = 1.5 s. The reference speed
n̄∗ as well as the speed n, the load tL and the machine torque tM as well as
∗ are presented. For both steps,
the DC-link voltage vDC and its reference VDC
the system requires around 250 ms to reach the steady-state again.

with the smallest DC-link capacitance. In Fig. 8 the transient
behaviour for a speed step from n∗ = 2.7 krpm to n∗ =
480 rpm
3.0 krpm with dn
dt = 20 ms at t = 1 s and a load torque step
from tL = 24 Nm to tL = 19.2 Nm at t = 1.5 s is shown. For
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both excitations, the system requires around 250 ms to reach
the steady-state again, whereas the disturbances at the DC-link
voltage vDC are almost negligible.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel and simple implementation of
a Machine-integrated Power Pulsation Buffer (MPPB) concept
for single-phase supplied variable speed drives. Thereby, the
inertia of the rotating mass is utilized as energy storage
to buffer the inherent power pulsation caused by the unity
power factor operation of the PFC rectifier. In order to utilize
only the machine as power pulsation buffer or to distribute
the power pulsation between the DC-link capacitor and the
machine, two different control structures are derived and the
proper operation is verified by simulations for steady-state and
transient behaviour. The performance impact of the power
distribution factor, which defines the fraction of the power
pulsation covered by the machine, is analyzed. It results that
if the total pulsating input power is buffered by the machine,
the losses in the machine increase, thus the continuous output
power range reduces to 81% of the nominal output power
due to thermal limitations of the machine. By reducing the
share of the pulsating power in the machine, also the losses
decay and the continuous output power range can be extended.
Furthermore, at lower output power, the share of the pulsating
power in the machine can be dynamically increased without
strongly deteriorating the system efficiency, which further
reduces the power pulsation in the DC-link capacitor and
therefore leads to longer lifetime of the employed electrolytic
capacitors as presented for two application scenarios of a
compressor drive system.
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